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The Man With the Golden Torc
- Simon R. Green 2007-06-05
New York Times bestselling author Simon Green introduces a new kind of hero, one who fights the good
fight against some very old foes in the first novel in the Secret Histories series. The name’s Bond. Shaman
Bond. Actually, that's just his cover. His real name is Eddie Drood, but when your job includes a license to
kick supernatural arse on a regular basis, you find your laughs where you can. For centuries, his family has
been the secret guardian of Humanity, all that stands between all of you and all of the really nasty things
that go bump in the night. As a Drood field agent he wore the golden torc, he killed monsters, and he
protected the world. He loved his job. Right up to the point where his own family declared him rogue for no
reason. Now, the only people who can help Eddie prove his innocence are the people he used to consider
his enemies...
Ruthless Billionaire, Forbidden Baby - Emma Darcy 2009-08-01
When Tamalyn Haynes agrees to be a bridesmaid, she doesn't realize she will be dancing with the best
man—notorious tycoon Fletcher Stanton! Fletcher is relentless in pursuing his desires—and intent on
bedding wide-eyed Tammy. But he has one condition: it's to be a temporary romance only. Marriage is not
an option. However, their passionate nights together lead to Tammy dropping a bombshell. Unintentionally,
Fletcher Stanton's mistress is pregnant with his forbidden baby….
Hold On Tight - Shelley Shepard Gray 2019-06-11
Jackson Koch had already lost his wife to cancer when the town’s coal mines shut down and his job was
gone too. So, with a three-year-old daughter to care for and a broken heart to mend, he moved across the
country to find a new life in Bridgeport, Ohio. Now he tends bar by night and tries to navigate life as a
single dad by day. Luckily, his neighbor is happy to babysit while he works late nights. She’s great with
little Kate, beautiful, kind ... and lately he’s found himself smiling whenever he thinks about her. Dani
Brown also knows what it’s like to lose a spouse and raise a child on her own. Cleaning houses during the
day, and taking online classes at night, she dreams of running her own preschool someday. And, since her
fourteen-year-old son Jeremy’s baseball team requires a lot of money, she’s thrilled to earn some extra cash
by watching her handsome neighbor’s adorable little girl. But even with two jobs, she’s having trouble
making ends meet. When Jackson sees Dani running herself ragged for her son’s baseball ambitions he
decides it’s time to get the Bridgeport Social Club involved. Together they cook up a plan. They will run a
charity poker tournament to support Jeremy’s dream and help out a hardworking single mom. But will Dani
be able to accept help from the handsome neighbor she’s starting to feel more-than-friendly feelings for?
And how far is she ready to let those feelings go? Get ready to fall in love with Shelley Shepard Gray’s
Bridgeport Social Club again, where a poker night is so much more than a game of cards and an
extraordinary community of ordinary men and women come together to offer love, light, and hope to
everyone they encounter.
His Jingle Bell Princess - Barbara Dunlop 2016-10-04
Now a GAC Family Original Movie Accidentally abandoned and stranded by a raging blizzard in the
picturesque town of Tucker, Maine, Crown Princess Jasmine Arcules finds herself alone and unguarded for
the first time in her life. Meanwhile, widower Sam Cutler is dreading the Christmas season. Struggling to
be a good father to his nine-year-old twin daughters, he's wracked with guilt and battling painful memories.
The last thing he needs is a beautiful stranger invading his world. Jasmine keeps her royal identity secret,
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so Sam treats her the way no man in her native country ever would – a country where speaking to Jasmine
out of turn could result in jail time. But Jasmine has a knack for getting past Sam's defenses, comforting his
daughters, arousing his suppressed emotions, and forcing him to remember he's a man... Both Sam and
Jasmine need each other, but can they trust in Christmas magic to bring their hearts together? Each book
in the Sweet Romance Escapes series is standalone: *His Jingle Bell Princess *The Twins’ Christmas Wish
*Kiss Me in the Summer
Mine for Tonight - J. S. Scott 2012-09-24
Down on her luck, nursing student and full-time waitress Kara Foster gets a massive blow to her already
desperate financial situation that will surely find her living on the streets. Needing nothing less than a
miracle to save her, Kara gets rescue from an unknown, unlikely and overwhelming source. Billionaire
Simon Hudson makes her an offer that is impossible to refuse, but terrifying to accept from a man that
she's never met. Will the handsome, alpha billionaire really be a solution to her problems, or will he end up
being a major complication and a danger to her emotional sanity? Reclusive billionaire Simon Hudson
would rather be behind a computer creating computer games than rubbing elbows with the elite and he
knows exactly what he wants...until he meets Kara Foster. Something about Kara touches Simon in ways
he's never experienced and definitely doesn't like. For over a year, Simon watches over Kara, but
stubbornly refuses to admit his desire to possess her, not even to himself. But when she ends up in a
situation that could very well be her destruction, Simon steps up to help her, not realizing that in saving
Kara, he might very well be salvaging his own soul.
The Billionaire's Salvation - Jan S. Scott 2013-09
Billionaire Max Hamilton thought he was finally starting to find contentment, more than two years after
losing his wife Mia in a tragic drowning accident. He'd been reunited with a sister he hadn't realized
existed. Finally he had family again, a reprieve from the pain and loneliness that had haunted him since his
devastating loss. Yeah...he was as happy as a man could be, considering he had lost the other half of his
soul and most of his heart when fate had torn his wife away from him. Or so he believed...until the day he
rescued a mysterious woman in the park, a female who somehow had managed to reignite a part of him
that he thought was long dead... Suddenly, Max's protective, dominant, possessive male instincts flare to
life, leaving him at a loss as to how lightning could possibly strike twice in one lifetime. Is he truly being
given another chance at real happiness, or would it be dangled in front of him, only to be taken away once
again? Find out by reading The Billionaire's Salvation, Book 3 in The New York Times Bestselling series,
The Billionaire's Obsession. This is a complete contemporary erotic romance novel with no cliffhangers!
Christmas with the Billionaire - Lila Monroe 2017-11-30
Choker - Elizabeth Woods 2012-03-01
Sixteen-year-old Cara Lange has always been a loner, even more so since she moved away from her best
and only friend, Zoe, a few years ago. Cara mostly spends her time avoiding the popular girls who call her
'choker' after a humiliating incident in the cafeteria, and watching Ethan Gray from a distance, wishing he
would finally notice her. Then one day Cara comes home and finds Zoe waiting for her. Zoe's on the run
from problems at home, and Cara agrees to help her hide. With Zoe back, Cara's life changes overnight.
Zoe gives her a new look and new confidence, and before she can blink, Cara is flirting with Ethan and
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getting invited to parties. And best of all, she has her best friend to confide in again. But just as quickly as
Cara's life came together, it starts to unravel. A girl goes missing in her town, and everyone is a suspect ~
including Ethan. Worse still, Zoe starts behaving very strangely, and Cara begins to wonder what exactly
her friend does all day when she's at school. You're supposed to be able to trust your best friend no matter
what, but what if she turns into a total stranger?
Dearest Stalker - J. S. Scott 2019-06-14
What happens when a woman falls in love with her stalker? I'm not the type of woman who actually inspires
passion in any guy, much less one who makes it a habit to watch me because he's obsessed. I'm a curvy,
plain Jane. I like my chips, chocolate, and junk food, and it definitely shows. I'm an educated geek who
would rather have my nose in a computer instead of a fashion magazine. But none of those things seem to
matter to Stalker. He sees something in me that I don't see in myself, and I don't know why. I'm terrified,
yet I'm inexplicably intrigued. I'm cautious by nature, but something makes me want to know who he is, and
why he gives a sh*t about somebody like me. I know falling for a man I've never seen in the light of day is
dangerous. Does he stalk me because he wants to own me, control me, and make me into the woman he
thinks that I am? Does he want to hurt me, or is he just a lost soul like me? And why did it feel so good to
touch him under the cover of darkness? Is he my nightmare or my dearest stalker? Getting to know him
might be foolish, but for some reason, I just can't walk away... Author's note: This is a red-hot, sexy, curvy
girl serial romance with an obsessed, alpha male stalker. Read at your own risk.
Always - Sam Crescent 2020-11-12
Part One: TabithaWe were always supposed to end up together. I belonged to him, just as he was mine,
despite our different MCs. There was only one true way it would end for us, together, like we always
promised. We were so wrong, so naïve, too young to realize what we might face. I never wanted to live
without him, but after one stupid mistake, it looks like I'll have to get used to being alone. SimonThe only
person I've ever wanted, the one who owned my heart is Tabby. All my life, I knew she'd be my woman, on
the back of my bike where she rightfully belongs. It didn't matter that she was a Skull, but I'm possessive,
and I fucked up.I should have known what was coming and protected her, but the club got in the way. Now
I've got to pay the price. When the time is right, I'll come back for her and claim her. We were supposed to
be together through thick and thin, along with all the bad times and good. The bad times are now, so as
long as we wait, it should be good again. We hope.
A Stroke of Midnight - Laurell K. Hamilton 2006
An erotic vampire romance set in historical times. Synopsis: The village of Greenwich is rundown by an
unknown blood disease, the only hope for survival is to stay isolated from everyone. Beautiful and spirited
Serena Polland is unable to hide away from the rest of the world. Defying her mother, Serena takes a job at
the makeshift hospital, working as a nurse. At this hospital, each night, she spends working side by side
with the mysterious doctor, Alexander Debergman. For Alexander, life was nothing more than a mere two
hundred years of solitude and darkness. His work was the only thing that could sustain him, until he met
Serena. She was the sunlight he hadn't seen in centuries, she was a vision of warmth and beauty, love and
desire. The unexpected happens when Serena not only loses her beloved mother to the sickness, but falls ill
from it herself. When Alexander finds Serena fighting for her life and slowly losing the battle, he does the
only thing he can do to save her life-make her what he is, a vampire.
Billionaire Unloved - J. S. Scott 2018-02-21
Ruby: my name is Ruby Kent, and I'm homeless, a virgin, and terrified when I'm kidnapped by human
traffickers and put up for sale on the auction block. I'm for sale to the highest bidder, and I have no idea
what my future will be, but I know it's not going to be good. I'm waiting for a chance to escape, and that
opportunity finally comes after I'm bought and paid for. Unfortunately, I have no idea that Jett Lawson has
been sent to rescue me, not hurt me, and even after we're both injured during my desperate attempt to run
away, he still wants to take care of me. Problem is, I have no idea how to trust anyone, or let anybody help
me. I've always been alone. It's safer that way.
One of Us Is Next - Karen M. McManus 2020-01-07
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • The highly anticipated sequel to One of Us Is Lying! There's a new
mystery to solve at Bayview High, and there's a whole new set of rules. Fans of the hit thriller that started it
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all can watch the secrets of the Bayview Four be revealed in the One of Us is Lying TV series now
streaming on NBC's Peacock! Come on, Bayview, you know you've missed this. A ton of copycat gossip apps
have popped up since Simon died, but in the year since the Bayview four were cleared of his shocking
death, no one's been able to fill the gossip void quite like he could. The problem is no one has the facts.
Until now. This time it's not an app, though—it's a game. Truth or Dare. Phoebe's the first target. If you
choose not to play, it's a truth. And hers is dark. Then comes Maeve and she should know better—always
choose the dare. But by the time Knox is about to be tagged, things have gotten dangerous. The dares have
become deadly, and if Maeve learned anything from Bronwyn last year, it's that they can't count on the
police for help. Or protection. Simon's gone, but someone's determined to keep his legacy at Bayview High
alive. And the rules have changed. “Few craft teen suspense like McManus.” --Entertainment Weekly “A
thriller from one of the best writers in the YA mystery genre, One of Us Is Next delivers more shocking
surprises and twists you won’t see coming.” --PASTE
Minesweeper (Special Forces, Book 2) - Chris Lynch 2019-12-03
"All the sizzle, chaos, noise and scariness of war is clay in the hands of ace storyteller Lynch." -- Kirkus
Reviews for the World War II series Discover the secret missions behind America's greatest conflicts.Fergus
Frew thought he knew what to expect when he signed up with the Navy's demolitions team. But as the
Korean War rages on, Fergus and his fellow divers -- AKA "frogmen" -- are tasked with more than just
scouting mudflats. Soon they're planting mines. And sabotaging tunnels, bridges... and even fishing nets.
Strangest of all, it falls to Fergus to transport a spy into the country -- and that means traveling far from
Navy-controlled waters.But frogmen are amphibious. And Fergus may not realize it, but he's in a position to
change the way the whole world thinks about combat.National Book Award finalist Chris Lynch continues
his explosive fiction series based on the real-life, top-secret history of US black ops and today's heroic Navy
SEALs.
Homegoing - Yaa Gyasi 2016-06-07
A NEW YORK TIMES NOTABLE BOOK • Ghana, eighteenth century: two half sisters are born into different
villages, each unaware of the other. One will marry an Englishman and lead a life of comfort in the palatial
rooms of the Cape Coast Castle. The other will be captured in a raid on her village, imprisoned in the very
same castle, and sold into slavery. One of Oprah’s Best Books of the Year and a PEN/Hemingway award
winner, Homegoing follows the parallel paths of these sisters and their descendants through eight
generations: from the Gold Coast to the plantations of Mississippi, from the American Civil War to Jazz Age
Harlem. Yaa Gyasi’s extraordinary novel illuminates slavery’s troubled legacy both for those who were
taken and those who stayed—and shows how the memory of captivity has been inscribed on the soul of our
nation.
The Legend of the Great Pumpkin - Charles M. Schulz 2017-07-25
Celebrate Halloween with Linus, Snoopy, and the rest of the Peanuts gang in this shaped board book with
holographic foil on the front cover! Linus loves one thing more than his cherished blue blanket: The Great
Pumpkin! He believes that on Halloween night the Great Pumpkin will rise out of the pumpkin patch to
bring presents to all the kids in the world. Will Linus and his friends ever finally see him? Learn all about
the legend of the Great Pumpkin in this adorable board book based on the classic Peanuts comic strips! ©
2017 Peanuts Worldwide LLC
The Christian Hymn Book - Alexander Campbell 1866
An Unexpected Distraction - Catherine Bybee 2021-11-30
Family secrets and fresh romance collide in this heart-pounding Richter series installment by New York
Times and USA Today bestselling author Catherine Bybee. Jacqueline "Jax" Simon knows how to expose
secrets: she's a skilled operative with MacBain Security and Solutions. When Jax hears her parents are
divorcing, she races to London to find out why. She's determined to learn the truth, especially when her
investigation uncovers why her parents sent her to Richter, the German military school that made her a
fighter. Andrew Craig collects Jax at Heathrow Airport as a favor. He's heard she's a handful, but he didn't
know she's dangerously gorgeous too. His instant attraction could change his life...or end it. Jax doesn't
want to fall for Andrew, but soon he's worming his way into her life. Together, they infiltrate Richter to
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discover if it has returned to its covert purpose: training children to be spies and assassins and
blackmailing parents to look the other way. As the attraction between the two intensifies, so do the secrets
exploding all around them. How deadly are those secrets--and who will survive?
Where the Crawdads Sing (Movie Tie-In) - Delia Owens 2022-06-28
NOW A MAJOR MOTION PICTURE The #1 New York Times bestselling worldwide sensation with more
than 15 million copies sold, “a painfully beautiful first novel that is at once a murder mystery, a coming-ofage narrative and a celebration of nature” (The New York Times Book Review). For years, rumors of the
“Marsh Girl” have haunted Barkley Cove, a quiet town on the North Carolina coast. So in late 1969, when
handsome Chase Andrews is found dead, the locals immediately suspect Kya Clark, the so-called Marsh
Girl. But Kya is not what they say. Sensitive and intelligent, she has survived for years alone in the marsh
that she calls home, finding friends in the gulls and lessons in the sand. Then the time comes when she
yearns to be touched and loved. When two young men from town become intrigued by her wild beauty, Kya
opens herself to a new life—until the unthinkable happens. Where the Crawdads Sing is at once an
exquisite ode to the natural world, a heartbreaking coming-of-age story, and a surprising tale of possible
murder. Delia Owens reminds us that we are forever shaped by the children we once were, and that we are
all subject to the beautiful and violent secrets that nature keeps.
Beauty and the Billionaire: The Wedding - Jessica Clare 2016-11-15
In this all-new novella in the New York Times bestselling series, Hunter and Gretchen are finally tying the
knot—but their wedding may not be the easy fairy tale they’ve dreamed of... Someone's out to ruin
Gretchen's happy-ever-after on the eve before the big day. Can she trust Hunter, the man she's given her
heart to? And can she rely on her sister Daphne (the least reliable person of all!) to help her salvage things?
Or is this marriage going to go down in flames before Gretchen and Hunter ever get to the altar? Includes a
sneak peek of Dirty Money, first in Clare’s brand new Roughneck Billionaires series. Praise for the
Billionaire Boys Club Novels “Blazing hot.”—USA Today “A fast, sexy read.”—Fiction Vixen “Great
storytelling…delightful reading…It’s fun and oh so hot.”—Kirkus Reviews
The Billionaire's Obsession: - J. S. Scott 2013-12
Down on her luck, nursing student and full-time waitress Kara Foster gets a massive blow to her already
desperate financial situation that will surely find her living on the streets. Needing nothing less than a
miracle to save her, Kara gets rescue from an unknown, unlikely and overwhelming source. Billionaire
Simon Hudson makes her an offer that is impossible to refuse, but terrifying to accept from a man that
she's never met. Will the handsome, alpha billionaire really be a solution to her problems, or will he end up
being a major complication and a danger to her emotional sanity? Reclusive billionaire Simon Hudson
would rather be behind a computer creating computer games than rubbing elbows with the elite and he
knows exactly what he wants...until he meets Kara Foster. Something about Kara touches Simon in ways
he's never experienced and definitely doesn't like. For over a year, Simon watches over Kara, but
stubbornly refuses to admit his desire to possess her, not even to himself. But when she ends up in a
situation that could very well be her destruction, Simon steps up to help her, not realizing that in saving
Kara, he might very well be salvaging his own soul. The Billionaire's Obsession Series: The Billionaire's
Obsession - Simon Heart Of The Billionaire - Sam The Billionaire's Salvation - Max The Billionaire's Game Kade Billionaire Undone - Travis Billionaire Unmasked - Jason Billionaire Untamed - Tate Billionaire
Unbound - Chloe Billionaire Undaunted - Zane Billionaire Unknown - Blake Billionaire Unveiled - Marcus
Billionaire Unloved - Jett Billionaire Unchallenged - Carter
Johnny Be Good - Paige Toon 2008-09-04
THE SUNDAY TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR Escape to the summer and feel the warmth of Paige Toon's
storytelling If your boss was the hottest rock star on the planet, would you mix business with pleasure?
Celebrity PA to wild boy of rock Johnny Jefferson, Meg Stiles's glam new life in sun-drenched LA is a
whirlwind of showbiz parties and backstage passes. Cool, calm Christian, in town to write his famous
friend's biography, helps keep Meg's feet firmly on the ground. But with Johnny's piercing green eyes and a
body Brad Pitt would kill for, how long will it be before she's swept right off them again? THE ONE WE
FELL IN LOVE WITH was selected for the Zoella Book Club and Paige Toon's novels have been published
across the world. Praise for Paige Toon's novels: 'You'll love it, cry buckets and be uplifted' MARIAN KEYES
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'I blubbed, I laughed and I fell in love... utterly heart-wrenching' GIOVANNA FLETCHER 'Devoured this in
one sitting' COSMOPOLITAN 'An absorbing and emotional read' HEAT
Those Who Prey - Jennifer Moffett 2020-11-10
Sadie meets The Girls in this riveting debut psychological thriller about a lonely college freshman seduced
into joining a cult—and her desperate attempt to escape before it’s too late. College life isn’t what Emily
expected. She expected to spend freshman year strolling through the ivy-covered campus with new friends,
finally feeling like she belonged. Instead, she walks the campus alone, still not having found her place or
her people so far away from home. But then the Kingdom finds her. The Kingdom, an exclusive on-campus
group, offers everything Emily expected out of college and more: acceptance, friends, a potential boyfriend,
and a chance to spend the summer on a mission trip to Italy. But the trip is not what she thought it would
be. Emily and the others are stripped of their passports and money. They’re cut off from their families back
home. The Kingdom’s practices become increasingly manipulative and dangerous… And someone ends up
dead.
Mia Mayhem Learns to Fly!
- Kara West 2018-12-18
In this second adventure of the brand-new Mia Mayhem chapter book series, Mia learns to fly! When Mia
gets placed in a beginner’s flying class with kindergarteners, she struggles and is ready to give up! But
luckily, with help from her best friend, Eddie, and the superschool’s most talented flier, Mia finally learns
how to get off the ground. With easy-to-read language and illustrations on almost every page, the Mia
Mayhem chapter books are perfect for emerging readers.
Don't Shoot the Dog - Karen Pryor 2019-12-03
Karen Pryor’s clear and entertaining explanation of behavioral training methods made Don’t Shoot the Dog
a bestselling classic with revolutionary insights into animal—and human—behavior. In her groundbreaking
approach to improving behavior, behavioral biologist Karen Pryor says, “Whatever the task, whether
keeping a four-year-old quiet in public, housebreaking a puppy, coaching a team, or memorizing a poem, it
will go fast, and better, and be more fun, if you know how to use reinforcement.” Now Pryor clearly
explains the underlying principles of behavioral training and reveals how this art can be applied to virtually
any common situation. And best of all, she tells how to do it without yelling threats, force, punishment, guilt
trips—or shooting the dog. From the eight methods for putting an end to all kinds of undesirable behavior
to the ten laws of “shaping” behavior, Pryor helps you combat your own addictions and deal with such
difficult problems as a moody spouse, an impossible teen, or an aged parent. Plus, there’s also incredibly
helpful information on house training the dog, improving your tennis game, keeping the cat off the table,
and much more! “In the course of becoming a renowned dolphin trainer, Karen Pryor learned that positive
reinforcement…is even more potent that prior scientific work had suggested…Don’t Shoot the Dog looks
like the very best on the subject—a full-scale mind-changer” (The Coevolution Quarterly). Learn why pet
owners rave, “This book changed our lives!” and how these pioneering techniques can work for you, too.
Mrs. Frisby and the Rats of Nimh - Robert C. O'Brien 2021-06-01
Some extraordinary rats come to the aid of a mouse family in this Newbery Medal Award–winning classic by
notable children’s author Robert C. O’Brien. Mrs. Frisby, a widowed mouse with four small children, is
faced with a terrible problem. She must move her family to their summer quarters immediately, or face
almost certain death. But her youngest son, Timothy, lies ill with pneumonia and must not be moved.
Fortunately, she encounters the rats of NIMH, an extraordinary breed of highly intelligent creatures, who
come up with a brilliant solution to her dilemma. And Mrs. Frisby in turn renders them a great service.
Billionaire Untamed - J. S. Scott 2015-01-24
Lara Bailey isn't in Rocky Springs for the hot springs, the resort activities or the fabulous skiing. She has
come to Colorado for one reason and one reason only: to find and get close to Marcus Colter, the eldest
Colter brother. Unfortunately, trouble finds her in the form of Tate Colter rather than Marcus. The
youngest Colter brother is arrogant, cocky, smart, and tenacious in his attempts to find out why she wants
to find Marcus even though she's never met him. Lara isn't willing to divulge that information, and Tate is
determined to uncover her motives. It makes Tate one hot, wickedly sexy, adorably dimpled, alpha male
pain in her backside. Lara is really confused when Tate helps her out of a difficult and potentially
dangerous situation. It leaves Lara wondering if he really is the cocky, arrogant jerk that he pretends to be,
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or if there isn't much more to Tate Colter than she'd initially thought. Tate Colter wants Lara Bailey in his
bed...badly. When she completely blows him off and ignores him when they meet, he's even more
determined to find out her secrets and get her to submit to the molten desire that radiates between the two
of them. The fact that she's one tough female, a woman who can give back exactly what he dishes out,
makes her even more intriguing to him. Sparks fly as Tate and Lara become involved in a battle of wits and
wills that will ignite flames of passion and desire like neither one of them have ever experienced. But when
deception is discovered and a betrayal takes place, can these two adversaries who are so much alike work
together without letting the white-hot passion burning between them incinerate them both?
The Billionaire's Obsession - J. S. Scott (Romance fiction writer) 2013-04
Collects four novellas previously issued in the Billionaire's obsession series.
Sweet Temptation- Cora Reilly 2020-03-08
An Arranged Marriage Standalone Mafia Romance. The first time Cassio meets his fiancée, she calls him
"sir." After losing his wife, Cassio is left to take care of two small children while trying to establish his rule
over Philadelphia. Now he needs a mother for his children and someone who can warm his bed at night. But
in a world as traditional as his, choosing your wife is duty not pleasure.Rules have to be followed, traditions
heeded. That's how he ends up with a woman-a girl-barely of age. She may not be what he and his children
need, but she's lovely and a sweet temptation he can't resist. Giulia has always known she'll marry the man
her father chose for her, but she never expects to be given to someone so much older. Suddenly she's
supposed to be a mother to two small children when she hasn't even held a baby before.Giulia quickly
realizes that Cassio isn't interested in a relationship on equal footing. Her mother has warned her that men
of power, like Cassio, don't tolerate insolence. Tired of being treated as a nanny, Giulia decides to fight for
her version of a happy family.
In the Presence of My Enemies - Renee Allen McCoy 2013-11-29
Some dreams are worth the fight... Kara Bentley, the child prodigy from a small southern town, has grown
into a talented and beautiful young woman living in New York City. With hopes of attending Juilliard to
become a world class pianist, Kara is on the fast track to winning the hearts of many, especially the one of
up and coming film director Wendell McGuire. But will the advances of another woman steal the hopes of
them ever being together? Melissa Peterson serves as a strong support system and best friend to Kara.
She’s there to offer moments of encouragement as Kara faces the evils from an oppressive home life with
her guardian sister, but will their friendship last when Kara uncovers a heavily guarded affair? Determined
to defeat all odds stacked against her, Kara struggles to make it to the top. Will her determination prove to
be enough as unrelenting trials attempt to suffocate any hope she has of leaving the projects, love for the
man of her dreams, and most importantly the faith she has in God?
Mine For Christmas - J. S. Scott 2019-08-28
Simon and Kara are back!Kara Hudson has been married to her billionaire husband, Simon, for over two
years, and she loves him even more desperately than she did when they first married. Unfortunately, there
was a distance growing between the two of them, and the passion between them wasn't flaring as red-hot
as it used to burn. Was it possible that Simon wasn't as crazy in love with her as he used to be, or did their
problems go much deeper than that? Simon Hudson loves his wife and his infant daughter so much it hurts.
And he was getting tired of holding back his emotions from his worn-out, exhausted wife who had seen their
baby girl through her first year and a half of life without complaint.Will their differences and emotional
distance tear the two of them apart? Or will a precious gift from Santa help them heal their
misunderstandings and have the merriest Christmas they've ever had? Not suitable for children under 18
Man's Search For Meaning- Viktor E Frankl 2013-12-09
Over 16 million copies sold worldwide 'Every human being should read this book' Simon Sinek One of the
outstanding classics to emerge from the Holocaust, Man's Search for Meaning is Viktor Frankl's story of his
struggle for survival in Auschwitz and other Nazi concentration camps. Today, this remarkable tribute to
hope offers us an avenue to finding greater meaning and purpose in our own lives.
Kill a Stranger - SIMON. KERNICK 2021-07-08
The Dearly Beloved - Cara Wall 2019-08-13
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“This gentle, gorgeously written book may be one of my favorites ever.” —Jenna Bush Hager (A Today show
“Read with Jenna” Book Club Selection!) This “moving portrait of love and friendship set against a
backdrop of social change” (The New York Times Book Review, Editor’s Choice) traces two married couples
whose lives become entangled when the husbands become copastors at a famed New York city
congregation in the 1960s. Charles and Lily, James and Nan. They meet in Greenwich Village in 1963 when
Charles and James are jointly hired to steward the historic Third Presbyterian Church through turbulent
times. Their personal differences however, threaten to tear them apart. Charles is destined to succeed his
father as an esteemed professor of history at Harvard, until an unorthodox lecture about faith leads him to
ministry. How then, can he fall in love with Lily—fiercely intellectual, elegantly stern—after she tells him
with certainty that she will never believe in God? And yet, how can he not? James, the youngest son in a
hardscrabble Chicago family, spent much of his youth angry at his alcoholic father and avoiding his anxious
mother. Nan grew up in Mississippi, the devout and beloved daughter of a minister and a debutante.
James’s escape from his desperate circumstances leads him to Nan and, despite his skepticism of hope in
all its forms, her gentle, constant faith changes the course of his life. In The Dearly Beloved, Cara wall
reminds us of “the power of the novel in its simplest, richest form: bearing intimate witness to human
beings grappling with their faith and falling in love,” (Entertainment Weekly, A-) as we follow these two
couples through decades of love and friendship, jealousy and understanding, forgiveness and commitment.
Against the backdrop of turbulent changes facing the city and the church’s congregation, Wall offers a
poignant meditation on faith and reason, marriage and children, and the ways we find meaning in our lives.
The Dearly Beloved is a gorgeous, wise, and provocative novel that is destined to become a classic.
Handle with Care- Jodi Picoult 2022-02-22
"Every expectant parent insists the same thing: they simply want a healthy baby. Charlotte and Sean
O'Keefe wanted the same but instead, their lives are made up of sleepless nights, mounting bills, pity from
other parents, and haunting what-ifs. Yet, in other ways, their daughter Willow is a perfect child. Smart as a
whip, beautiful, brave, and kind, Willow is Willow, in sickness and in health. Everything changes, though,
after a series of events forces Charlotte and Sean to confront the most serious what-ifs of all. What if
Charlotte had known earlier of Willow's illness? What if things could have been different? What if their
beloved Willow had never been born? To do Willow justice, Charlotte must ask herself these questions and
one more: what constitutes a valuable life?"--from amazon.com
Scarred - Emily McIntire 2022-01-04
Forged by Fire - Sharon M. Draper 2013-07-23
Teenage Gerald, who has spent years protecting his fragile half-sister from their abusive father, faces the
prospect of one final confrontation before the problem can be solved.
The Last Field Party - Abbi Glines 2022-11-22
The seventh and final book in the #1 New York Times bestselling Field Party series--a Southern soap opera
filled with football, cute boys, and pick-up trucks--from USA TODAY bestselling author Abbi Glines. The
couples from the previous books in the Field Party series gather for a special event ten years in the future
that will impact each of their lives.
The Life Intended
- Kristin Harmel 2014-12-30
Sliding Doors meets P.S. I Love You in this richly told novel from the author of The Sweetness of Forgetting
about the struggle to overcome the past when our memories refuse to be forgotten. After her husband’s
sudden death over ten years ago, Kate Waithman never expected to be lucky enough to find another love of
her life. But now she’s planning her second walk down the aisle to a perfectly nice man. So why isn’t she
more excited? At first, Kate blames her lack of sleep on stress. But when she starts seeing Patrick, her late
husband, in her dreams, she begins to wonder if she’s really ready to move on. Is Patrick trying to tell her
something? Attempting to navigate between dreams and reality, Kate must uncover her husband’s hidden
message. Her quest leads her to a sign language class and into the New York City foster system, where she
finds rewards greater than she could have imagined.
Heart of the Billionaire
- J. S. Scott 2013-04
Heart Of The Billionaire (The Billionaire's Obsession Sam) GENRE: Adult Contemporary Steamy Romance
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Author Note: This novel is the complete story of Sam and Maddie, but reading The Billionaire's Obsession The Complete Collection (Simon and Kara's story) first is highly recommended to enhance your reading
pleasure. Sam and Maddie are here! Billionaire Sam Hudson has pretty much lived his life with no
apologies because he tries never to do anything that he's sorry about...except for what he had done in the
past to Dr. Madeline Reynolds. Many years and regrets later, Sam meets up with Maddie again by chance;
his brother Simon is marrying Maddie's best friend and the two of them are forced to be civil. But Sam
wants to be more than polite, and he wants another chance to make things right, so he offers Maddie a bold
proposition, an offer he knows she'll have a very hard time declining even though she hates him. Dr.
Madeline Reynolds adores her best friend Kara and her fiancé Simon, but being forced into the company of
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Sam Hudson, because they are both in Simon and Kara's wedding, is pure torture. She's hated Sam for
years, but when he offers her a bargain, something near and dear to her heart, she's torn between her
dislike for the man and the offer of something she's always desperately wanted. Once, Sam Hudson nearly
destroyed her, but Maddie discovers that sometimes things aren't always what they appear to be. Is Sam
really a devious heartbreaker, or is there something more to him beneath the surface? Can two people with
so many years of hurt between them learn to trust each other again? Please note: This is a steamy romance
and not appropriate for YA readers. The book contains steamy love scenes, language and situations not
appropriate for YA readers.
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